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Abstract

PT "XYZ" is beverage company with bottle as its main packaging. It is important for the company to focus on the productivity which can be done through Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) method. This method uses all the elements that exist in the plant to improve the productivity. Previously maintenance was carried out in part, now transformed into integrated process from upstream to downstream, which taking other elements into consideration, not only machine, but also human, methods, environment and materials.

Plant's productivity level can be seen from Overall Equipment Effectiveness. In this study, we will discuss on the OEE achievement. In 1st period, OEE achievement was reached at 65.84% and at 7th period OEE had reached at 82.75%. Data was collected and take for one month period. This research also will explain the causes why the OEE results were up or down to prove the key success of the OEE improvement not only from the machine/engine factor, but other factors also contributed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PT "XYZ" have many varities of products. In this study we only discuss on bottled mineral water. The company put high priority on the quality of the products they produce. The company is really concerned on doing regular maintenance of the machines in order to keep the high standard of the quality. This observation was made at PT "XYZ" and focused on the results of Overall Equipment Effectiveness for 7 period. On the 7th period, the result was showed an increase of the value of Overall Equipment Effectiveness. Keegan Muluh Cheh. (2014)] said the average OEE each industry in Sweden and he also explained lack of competency of the worker who working on their fileds.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
between the problem and the source of the problem potential. This method is used for a simple approach to reducing the effects of a problem. There are six main branches, namely the material, human / labor (people), machine, method (process), and the measurement environment. [2]

III. DISCUSSION

Overall Equipment Effectiveness Data obtained at PT “XYZ” is as graph follows:

Graph 1 Data Achievement OEE.

Data is obtained from the formula OEE = availability Rate x Performance Rate x Quality Rate. This is an example calculation how to get the data OEE in period 1, for the data availability Rate for the period 1 equal to 66.56%, 99.59% and the rate performance for Quality rate 99.33%, then if inserted into the formula OEE = 66.56% x 99.59% x 99.33% to 65.84%.

In 1st period OEE was at 65.84% due to lack of the worker’s experiences and methods in solving the problems because they did not fully understand how the machine works. After the company conducted trainings to the workers such as operators and technicians, OEE increased to 68.50%.

In second period to the third period OEE increased by 0.1%. PT "XYZ" reduced the downtime by focusing on engine and invited some technicians from the engine maker/manufacturer to support to reduce the downtime. The findings were some machines settings were incorrect and the machine was dirty with dust.

In the fourth period, OEE decreased from 68.60% to 64.58% due to the supply of raw material for carton machine was not comply with the existing standards, which causing OEE impairment. After complaints and improvements from the carton supplier OEE increased in the 5th period to 77.28.

In the 6th period increased from 77.28% to 80.14% as the company started to discipline labor/workers for not doing machine settings that should not be done,

OEE improvement is not solely derived from engine maintenance course, all of this derived from the methods performed by the engineering team working with the production team. Below are the following method:

1. Conduct daily meeting to discuss problems / downtime that occurred on the previous day, find the root cause and the action plan to solve the problems
2. Conduct weekly meetings to accommodate the problems / downtime which needs special actions (corrective maintenance and preventive maintenance)
3. Evaluate of maintenance activities that have been carried out
4. Conduct data collection to calculate processing downtime data of data OEE during a period that has been carried out and take biggest problem using Pareto with downtime 80% and then do breakdown (fishbone as is done in [3] using a fishbone in order to know the root of the problem and do action to address problems /the downtime.)

PT "XYZ" has maintenance system cycle align with production time, where maintenance is done every 5 days with consideration of time availability of machines to perform a production cycle to produce assured quality products.

Below are the problems during period 1-7 which will be explained using fishbon method to support an increase in OEE

Human

Lack of understanding and knowledge of the machine work flow, less caring of the machine operator who
handled the machine and less skillful operator/worker who dealing with the problems.

Method

Lack of supervision of the machine safety system and the cleaning process has not done well

Machine

Machine setting is not standard, the operator always changes the machine parameters, forget to do the settings when there is a change over the product type, less lubrication in machine area especially conveyors

Material

Most of the materials are not followed the company standards, such as the size and the material of the carbon box, the cap, the system that connected to sleeve company.

Environment

Dust in the area downstream machine

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION

Based on the observations and research conducted at PT "XYZ" indicates an increase in OEE from period 1 to period 7, and the highest increase reached 82.75%. This study proved that in the improvement process of OEE, there are several factors influences. Not only coming from the engine, but insufficient knowledge of the workforces that will caused less precise when the problem occurred and also quality issue of raw materials of carton machinery that causes engine performance drop. If the company implement Total Productive Maintenance in proper way, it will gain increasing OEE. TPM results are known and a strategy to increase OEE as highlighted in the study [SRVijayakumar and S. Gajendran. (2014); Melesse Workneh Wakjira, Ajit Pal Singh. (2012)], Of several journals and research conducted most important factor in running a company TPM is to be consistent to what has been a joint decision and support in terms of facilities and infrastructure required to improve the OEE.
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